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Anywhere I go, I make the lab known!
Last week Kash was invited to a BACD (British Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry) meeting in Central
London where they run various lectures and seminars across the UK based on Cosmetic Dentistry.
The lecture was based on Smile Makeovers and was presented by Dr. Rahul Doshi, a Cosmetic
Dentist based in London and Hertfordshire. The lecture was great and with Kash being the only
technician in the room, it was evident that he would be answering a lot questions that were thrown at
him. The lecture it self provided information on golden proportions for smile make overs, prep design
and various stages of treatment with actual case studies that Dr. Doshi and treated.
It was made clear by the end of the lecture that the most important factor was........ Communication
with the Dental Technician who was creating the veneers by providing information that is needed for
the smile makeover, e.g Written instructions, Primary impressions in silicone rather than alginate,
Digital Imaging and Diagnostic wax ups to show the patient and create temporary veneers from the
wax up which would reveal in a week or two, if the patient is acceptable of the veneers in terms of
aesthetics and if its functionally correct with no chips or breakages in the temporary veneers. This
provided realistic results which is achievable for the final veneers that are constructed based on the
finding from the diagnostic, in a hindsight this provides predictable cosmetic Dentistry.
We are lucky enough as a Dental Laboratory to have worked with many Smile Makeover Cases with
some of the leading Cosmetic Dentists in this game. Ask Carlos or Kash for more information on how
we can plan your next Smile Make Over case.... www.bacd.com

The singing Dentist
We have all seen him on the internet with his
youtube videos going viral, Dr Milad Shadrooh
(pictured on the left) also known as the singing
dentist has done many parody songs with cleverly
written lyrics and was the guest DJ for a launch
party in central London that Kash attended for the
Dental Compass. What’s dental compass you
ask, its a educational study group for Dentists
who would like to share and expand their
knowledge in Dentistry. For more info go to
www.dentalcompass.co.uk

FMC Dentistry Magazine and
our Dental Laboratory
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Who would of thought 15 years ago media studies
as a subject would pay off, I have now been invited
to join the editorial board for FMC Dentistry with
various articles already published. Its a good time
to be a part of the Bremadent Family as we now
have a reach of thousands of potential dental
professionals across the U.K. This year the
laboratory has had massive milestones with many
more in pipeline. If yourself or a colleague have an
interesting article that you think will make a good
read, contact Kash today to be featured in the
biggest Dental Magazine in the U.K.
Www.dentistry.co.uk
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Bremadent, Pioneers in
Dentistry
As stated in the article above Bremadent
Dental Laboratory have had the opportunity to
work with some of the leading cosmetic
Dentist in Dentistry. One of which being Dr.
Neil Gerrard a multi award winning Dentist
who recently won an award in the Aesthics
Awards 2016 alongside his brother Mr. Paul
Gerrard who won technician of the year, both
of which who have won various awards in the
Smile Awards and are both accredited in the
BACD with Paul being one of two technician
in the whole of the UK having accreditation.
Bremadent have been pioneers in dentistry
for decades and have created some of the
most talented technicians and clinicians out
there which cannot be disputed. We have
decades of experience in this field of winning
awards and obtaining accreditation. If yourself
or one of your colleagues are looking to stand
out from the crowd ask Bremadent Dental
Laboratory today and plan your next case, to
be an award winning case.
Clinical Work by Dr. Neil Gerrard, Technical
Work by Mr. Paul Gerrard.

Before

After - Award Winning Smile Makeover

Why not deal with smile make over
experts …. Contact us on: 0208 520 8528
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New Laboratory Dockets
We have now printed our new Prosthetic laboratory dockets that make it easier for the clinician and to
get what they require accurately. Here is some of the new features on our lab dockets.
www.bremadent.co.uk/downloads To download dockets online or email office@bremadent.co.uk to
have new dockets printed.
Tick box for special tray design

XLA notation in the finish denture section with a tick box selection.

Prep Design for Emax Veneers !

For a full Prep guide go to www.bremadent.co.uk/clinical-guides
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Clasp notation in the
try-in section
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We offer the full range of complete prosthetic products from standard acrylic dentures to Swissedent
All on 4 implant dentures. Our Prosthetics department is run by our Clinical Dental Technician Kash
Qureshi who also runs the Swissedent Denture Clinic to treat patients for dentures. Kash has an
understanding of the clinical and technical aspect of prosthetics by dealing with over 400+ denture
related cases weekly and can communicate jargon free clinical support throughout.
We train all our technicians in-house on the Swissedent natural denture system to maintain and
monitor our Prosthetics standard.Swissedent utilises the patients facial and smile features, age and
gender to produce natural dentures that restores physical appearance, optimum aesthetics and
function, tissue support and comfort that benefits the patient, clinician and laboratory.
We provide a full range of partial prosthetic products from simple acrylic dentures to Valplast
Flexible Dentures, with all partial dentures trimmed and fitted to duplicate models, to check for fit,
contact areas, occlusion and path of insertion. We also have various options for retention including
Dental D tooth coloured clasps.

What is Swissedent?
Swissedent utilises the patients facial and smile features,
age and gender to produce cosmetic natural dentures
that restores physical appearance, optimum aesthetics
and function, tissue support and comfort that benefits the
patient, clinician and laboratory.
Swissedent utilises the Smile Make Over concept and
the Dentogenic Concept which implies anterior teeth are
aesthetically positioned to compliment the patients facial
characteristics, smile, age and gender by reflecting
natural light to hit certain teeth as with natural teeth. The
shape and mould of teeth is formed via the same
features, root contour and inter-dental areas are carved
convexly with stippling to prevent food traps and provide
a self cleansing hygienic denture.
Technical Features:
Swissedent Dentures are all inclusive of special trays,
base plates, anatomical articulations, re-trys, teeth, high
impact acrylic and come with a 5 year guarantee. All
Swissedent Dentures are presented with a Denture Kit
Bag consisting of an Ultra Sonic, Denture hygiene
instructions and a cleaning brush.
We provide short CPD presentations on prosthetic
products to practices for their associates, which covers
product information, advantages, selling points,
limitations and clinical support, please phone us to book
a short presentation. For more information of Clinical
Courses for dentures, contact Kash on 0208 520 8528
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